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Hello wonderful Pod Bible readers and 
welcome to our latest magazine! First off we 
want to say thank you for the spectacular 
reaction to our last issue featuring cover 
stars James Acaster and Ed Gamble from 
Off Menu. It was probably our most popular 
edition to date in terms of orders and visits 
to the website so thanks to everyone who 
grabbed a copy or read it digitally. If you 
missed it, we filmed a brilliant video with 
James & Ed that's available on the Pod Bible 
YouTube channel now and features a chat 
about podcasting and their reaction to seeing 
the cover illustration for the first time.

Back to this issue and we're delighted to 
welcome our first Irish coverstar in the form 
of the always brilliant Blindboy! As long term 
fans we were so happy when he agreed to be 
our lead interview and as you'll shortly find out, 
he doesn't disappoint. Be sure to keep an eye 
on our YouTube (maybe even subscribe?!) for a 
video with the man himself...

Elsewhere in the magazine, after her 
appearance on the cover of Issue #014 as part 
of My Dad Wrote A Porno, we're chuffed to 
have another interview with Alice Levine, 
who's new Audible Original Very Modern 
Quests is out now and absolutely hilarious.

True Crime fans will be rushing to page 32 
to read our interview with the team behind 
Casefile, a show that is always near the top 
of the podcast charts and continues to grow 
in popularity. We've also got chef and TV 
presenter Simon Rimmer picking his top 
5 podcasts, an interview with Strictly's Oti 
Mabuse and features on outdoors podcasts 
and why podcasts are so popular in general! 

In other news Pod Bible is now available to 
read on the world's largest digital news stand 
PressReader.com alongside all your favourite 
newspapers and magazines. Go check it out 
for a silky smooth digital read and watch this 
space as we're hoping to add the entire back 
catalogue pretty soon.

Alright, we're out of space! Better leave you to 
it. We hope you enjoy the issue and as always 
please feel free to get in touch via email or 
social media. See you in October for Issue #17!

info@podbiblemag.com // @podbible

STU WHIFFEN // ADAM RICHARDSON
Pod Bible Editors - @stuwhiffen // @mynameisad

NOTE FROM 
THE EDITORS

WELCOME TO ISSUE #016 //
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WHAT’S A PODCAST 
AND HOW DO I LISTEN?
WHAT IS IT?!

A podcast is a digital audio file made available 
on the internet for downloading or streaming to 
a computer or an alternative device such as a 
phone. To be a little less clinical, it’s essentially 
a radio show that you can listen to wherever and 
whenever you choose without being interrupted 
by regular weather bulletins or travel updates.

Right now there are over 1,750,000 different 
podcasts with over 43 million episodes in 100 
different languages available to listen to. These 
range from highly produced shows recorded in 
professional studios by major broadcasters to 
rough and ready homemade shows recorded 
on a laptop in someone’s bedroom. If you have 
a computer and an internet connection, you 
can make a podcast, making it one of the most 
democratic mediums around. Is it time to see 
what all the fuss is about?

HOW MUCH DO THEY COST? 

Nothing! They’re absolutely free which makes 
them one of the most accessible forms of 
entertainment around. Many of the larger 

podcasts will feature adverts and some offer 
access to extra content for a small fee but 99% 
of podcasts are available for you to listen to on 
demand for nothing at all. 
There are literally millions of hours of top quality 
content out there for you to explore - so what's 
stopping you?!

SO HOW DO I LISTEN?

The Spotify and Acast apps are available on all 
smart phones and other devices and cover a 
wide variety of podcasts. If you're an iPhone 
user then the Apple Podcasts app should 
already be on your phone. The same applies 
for the Google Podcasts app on Android 
phones. Within these apps you can search 
for and subscribe to shows so that the latest 
episodes will be downloaded to your phone 
without you having to seek them out.

The Spotify app also allows you to scan codes 
which take you directly to the relevant podcast. 
The Audible app can be used to listen to 
Audible original podcasts. 

If you're on a desktop computer then you 
can use the Spotify desktop application 
(which is also available in your browser) the 
Acast website or the Audible Cloud Player. 
Alternatively you can use iTunes or go direct to 
the website of the podcast you want to listen to.
Finally, you can use your home smart speakers 
as a way to listen too. Just ask them to play you 
a podcast and go from there! 
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“AS A CREATOR, YOU 
NOW HAVE ROOM TO 
BE SUBTLE”

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... BLINDBOY //

WHO IS BLINDBOY? A STORYTELLER? A POET? A JOURNALIST? 
A HISTORIAN? A MUSICIAN? IF YOU LISTEN TO THE BLINDBOY 
PODCAST, YOU'LL KNOW THAT HE'S ALL OF THE ABOVE AND 
MORE. WE CAUGHT UP WITH PODCASTING'S MOST VERSATILE 
MAN TO DISCUSS HIS THOUGHTFUL APPROACH, SIMILARITIES 
BETWEEN PODCASTING AND PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING AND 
MUCH MORE ALONG THE WAY...

PB: TELL US ALL ABOUT YOUR 
SHOW! WHAT’S YOUR PODCAST 
ELEVATOR PITCH?

Blindboy: My podcasts are monologue essays 
on whatever topic I'm genuinely passionate 
about at that moment. I'd consider them to 
be pieces of writing, because I approach a 
podcast like I would a piece of writing. I try to 
bring the structure, prose and storytelling of 
fiction, to subject matter that is factual.

WHY PODCASTING? WHAT IS 
IT ABOUT THE FORMAT THAT 
APPEALS TO YOU?

I've worked for a decade as a writer and 
performer in TV. Because TV is quite a passive 
medium, you have to compromise creatively 
to grab the audiences attention. You're 
competing with whatever app is on their 
phone, or the other channels on the TV. So, 

in a lot of cases, this means being louder, and 
brighter, and brasher. Unless the audience is 
absolutely there to watch your TV show. But in 
most cases, they're not, you're trying to reel in 
the uninitiated. As a creator, that's minus craic, 
and it means creating a piece of work that you 
can't fully stand over.

Podcasts aren't passive. A person who's 
listening to a podcast has made an active 
choice to listen to that podcast. They've 
created a space for themselves to be 
entertained . They're less likely to be scrolling 

https://open.spotify.com/show/7HinkS0WZqDuMXYh02EUY1?si=6263a50e6a0c4849
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through an app. The experience of consuming 
a podcast, is a lot closer to reading a book. 

As a creator, you now have room to be subtle, 
to take time, and to deliver a more thoughtful 
piece of work. I can make what I want to make, 
what I'd like to consume if I wasn't me. Which is 
a pure privilege to do. That's what I love about 
podcasting. It's closer to a literary form.

WHAT‘S THE SECRET TO BEING A 
GOOD PODCAST HOST?

Be genuinely passionate. If you're curious, 
and excited about what it is you're chatting 
about, then your listener will experience that as 
entertaining and engaging. Be congruent and 
authentic. Let the words that you speak, match 
the emotions that you're feeling in that moment.

WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES A 
GREAT PODCAST GUEST?

For me personally, it's when I'm talking to a 
person who's curious and passionate about 
their area of interest. When I  chat with a guest. 
I want to learn, in the moment, and to get 
excited about what they're telling me. I could 
be speaking to a vet who drains the rectums of 
cocker spaniels. But if they love what they do, 
then I'm there, I want to learn. That's my job, 
as a person who hosts the occasional chat on 
my podcast. And I think, as listeners, we love 
to hear that. Because podcasts operate using 
the mechanics of empathy.  There's a dramatic 
technique in professional wrestling called 
Kayfabe. It's an unspoken contract, between 
the audience and the wrestler. Where we 
the audience are consciously aware that the 
wrestling match is fake, but we ignore that, 
and submit to the emotion and spectacle. 

When we listen to a podcast, we do that too. We 
plant ourselves in the conversation. We're not 
listening to two people we've never met on our 
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earphones. We're smack bang in the middle of 
a conversation with our friends. A good podcast 
feels genuinely social. It's not passive. It's active. 
We suspend disbelief in order to do this. We 
tell ourselves a little lie. Just like a professional 
wrestling match. It's kayfabe.

IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO 
BEFORE YOU STARTED OUT AND 
GIVE YOURSELF ONE PIECE OF 
ADVICE, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

I came quite late to podcasting. Late 2017. 
I really really wish, I started earlier. Back in 
2010. The weekly process of putting out work, 
would have massively benefited my creativity 
in other areas. Creating a piece of work is very 
important to my sense of personal meaning 
and mental health. The discipline of creating 
something and delivering each week has been 
really beneficial to me on a personal level. 

WHAT’S BEEN YOUR WORST 
PODCAST MOMENT SO FAR?

Pretty obvious one, but I have a fucking 
corrupted flash drive full of amazing interviews 
that never got backed up. I'm hoping I can get 
some cunt to retrieve the files.

WHICH EPISODE OR EPISODES OF 
YOUR PODCAST MEAN THE MOST 
TO YOU?

I did three podcasts on the history of disco 
music and how it became post disco and 
eventually house/techno. I'm a musician and 

producer. I think about music for about 70% of 
my day. A drum sound, a synth line, a melody. 
I care about these little details very deeply. 
They fill me with joy and wonder. Music is 
symmetrical vibrations of air that make us feel 
emotions. So translating that complexity into 
words, is very cathartic for me. Those three 
podcasts allowed me to explore an area 
that I'm really excited about, and to create 
a space where I'm verbalising very intense 
feelings using storytelling and metaphor. It 
was immensely enjoyable to do that. And If I 
ever tried to speak about music like that in a 
twitter thread, It would read like I was a pure 
prick. It required the congruity of my voice and 
emotion to not sound like a gowl. 

Another podcast episode that I have a special 
fondness for is called "Boscos Throat". I 
recorded it live on a street corner in San 
Francisco, using a stereo microphone, so that 
it captured a sense of 3D space. The podcast 
is a monologue. It was my thoughts on San 
Francisco at that moment, mostly whispered 
and hidden so that no one would interrupt me. 
But people would pass, or sit beside me and 
chat to each other. I had the podcast written, 
I knew what I wanted to chat about and how. 
But being on a busy street corner introduced 
chaos into the process. Most of the time, that 
chaos would be un-listenable, but on this day, 
it worked. So the end result felt like a fully 
produced radio play, written in the moment, 
with characters dropping in and out. Pure 
Participatory art.  Dogs barking, trams going 
from left to right, the rumble of trucks. I'm 
really happy with that piece of work. 

WHICH PODCASTS DO YOU TAKE 
INSPIRATION FROM?

I'm not a huge podcast listener. I enjoy Bill 
Burr's Monday Morning Podcast the odd time. 
This American Life. The Irish History Podcast. 
Of course Distraction Pieces, which was one of 

“CREATING A PIECE 
OF WORK IS VERY 

IMPORTANT TO MY 
SENSE OF PERSONAL 

MEANING AND 
MENTAL HEALTH.”
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the podcasts that made me want to podcast. 
I did a podcast before, about podcasts. It 
was called "Krapps Last Jape". I explored the 
idea that the first ever podcast was a Samuel 
Beckett play from the 1950's called Krapps 
last Tape. It's an absurdest piece, about a 
man who records himself talking every day 
of his life, and then listens to them back. At 
the time, this would have been batshit mad 
as a concept. But now, it's simply about a 
fella with a podcast. But the work of Beckett 
is something I'd consider to be an inspiration 
when I podcast, in particular, when I try to 
create "the podcast hug" as I call it. He has a 
play called "Not I" from 1973, it's just a mouth, 
talking. It strips down speech, and listening 
to its bare minimum. There's an intimacy to it. 
Where the words are both for an audience, but 
also a bit of a private monologue at the same 
time. I think that had an influence on me. I'm 

hugely inspired by the work of Joe Frank too. 
He was an American Radio host, who read out 
absurdest short stories that were specifically 
suited to be being heard, rather than read. 

Being Irish also, I can't detach myself from the 
tradition of the  Seanchaí . It's a form of Oral 
storytelling, unique to Irish culture that informs 
the way in which we tell stories, whether we 
are aware of it or not. 

FINALLY, WHAT ARE YOUR 
CURRENT FAVOURITE PODCASTS?

The last podcast I listened to was Our Thing by 
Sammy the Bull Gravano. He was John Gottis 
enforcer in the Mafia. He's simply a great 
storyteller.

blindboyboatclub

http://pod-booking.com
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https://open.spotify.com/show/26lUz3nA53o3vm3HRiCy56?si=4e6d336f75a74f37
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THE NEW TESTAMENT //

EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS 
FROM THE PAST 
FEW MONTHS

https://open.spotify.com/episode/6cczJyUtGNFKnAzkuRyOvA?si=1d70e605a8144861
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1wMKHi1MU5f3fCD2udNlFH?si=70c819e751c04194
https://open.spotify.com/episode/24peF5wIPHGhLon9SOSpCe?si=1cde4013c442462b
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https://open.spotify.com/episode/6D7J4e7SaOezLQvJeVcY9z?si=a939f10167b54aa6
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7wIJxs9XSYrN3uINZkCDWV?si=f1453504724f4ec3
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4mjTg6IMx751NmLFKt1cjR?si=05e5dbc4f84f41f7
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3REZFZOTkcD1VQY3Sxmp0m?si=fcd4de03427d422b
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TALKING PODCASTS 
WITH PODCASTERS

LET THERE BE POD //

IN EACH ISSUE, ACAST — HOME OF THE UK’S BEST 
PODCASTERS — SITS DOWN FOR CHAT WITH ONE 
OF ITS CREATORS TO HEAR WHAT THEY LOVE 
ABOUT MAKING PODCASTS. 

FOR THIS EDITION OF LET THERE BE POD, ACAST 
SPEAKS TO THE QUEEN OF THE DANCE FLOOR OTI 
MABUSE TO DISCUSS HER NEW PODCAST, THE 
RHYTHM OF LIFE!

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

LET’S KICK THINGS OFF - WHAT 
INSPIRED YOU TO START A 
PODCAST?

I was and have always been intrigued and 
interested in how people relate 
to their own stories and how they 
got to where they are — if we 
hang out together I’m definitely 
asking you 100 questions.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE 
ABOUT MAKING A 
PODCAST?

The research, the sitting there and learning 
something new, and seeing them light up as 
they talk about topics close to their hearts.

WHAT IS THE MEANING BEHIND 

THE NAME THE RHYTHM OF LIFE?

The Rhythm of Life is about how my 
favourite celebrities became famous either 
in front or away from the camera — and 

then walking me through their 
life and what they're grateful for 
and, even more specific, who 
they think they are today. It’s a 
project that I love to be a part of 
that shows my other side, or at 
least the side where I’m sitting 
and listening and still very much 
enjoying myself.

WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR 
FAVOURITE MOMENTS FROM 
THE PODCAST?

Johannes Radebe was pure and honest, 

https://open.spotify.com/show/4OXLxQwE0ZCOG5F0NmPobJ?si=d916fc5417d841cf
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Vicky Pattison is an absolute firecracker who 
made me feel empowered as a woman, 
and Roman Kemp has a very open and 
interesting view on life and how he plans on 
living his life. All of them opened up to me 
and I respect them so much for letting me in.

DO YOUR FANS AND LISTENERS 
GET TO SEE A DIFFERENT SIDE TO 
YOU ON THE PODCAST?

Absolutely — with this podcast it’s almost like 
us going for lunch and getting to know each 
other, there’s no script or autocue, it’s all 
research and interest. It’s people that I hold 
dear to my heart and those who know I want 
people to hear the best part of their lives. It 
feels like I’ve been having these chats with 
people for years but now fans get a peek 
as to what me and friends chat about and 
something I thoroughly enjoy.

WHAT’S ONE HOT TIP FOR THE 
AVERAGE PERSON TO BECOME A 
BETTER DANCER?

There’s only one of you, so bring that to 
every performance.

Join award winning professional dancer, 
choreographer, presenter, judge and 2 time 
Strictly Come Dancing glitterball champion 
Oti Mabuse as she sits down with her closest 
celebrity friends, digging deep to show a side 
of them we've never seen before. They'll be 
talking about their passions, their downfalls 
and what makes them tick. Get ready to get up 
close and personal, this is The Rhythm of Life!@OtiMabuse

http://acast.com/pricing
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THE OLD TESTAMENT //

CLASSIC EPISODES FROM 
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4RBYsrJtXgQM8u6CsNZELt?si=237681adb4314c3f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/526qYOnObOyc9mcpEJxblw?si=5ee66df6613b46e2
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3RN4FIK4zEwIzVUW0TZycy?si=988866b1be9942aa
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https://open.spotify.com/episode/3Qm1nzPr19NhTL65HtqyBV?si=edef011680d24cee
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7Edu5uvWrwpEjcr6QNGmNz?si=5d24933c7c354297
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5J6jQn1IjSFrJ3yqHkY4Ry?si=6d6f58981fd545fd
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4lXjtilUXytO7WH7Y4gOz9?si=f26125e5ff04430a
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DON'T JUST TAKE 
OUR WORD FOR IT...

THE HOLY GRAIL //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

EACH ISSUE WE BRING YOU A ROUND-UP OF 
THE AUDIBLE ORIGINAL PODCASTS OUR 
MEMBERS ARE LOVING AND PRESS ARE 
BUZZING ABOUT TOO. WITHOUT FURTHER 
ADO HERE’S OUR MEMBERS ON THEIR 
FAVOURITE LISTENS…

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Coupledom-with-Idris-and-Sabrina-Elba-Audiobook/B0971LFP1B
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Death-at-Deepcut-Audiobook/B096WDR1JQ?qid=1627303171&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=D8NR8ZR9NKAT63J7E2KS
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Every month, Audible members get one credit to use on any audiobook regardless of price or length, plus 
unlimited access to Audible Original Podcasts at no extra cost.
Listen for free with your 30-day trial. From £7.99 / month after 30 days. Renews automatically.

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Tom-Allens-Room-of-Gifts-Audiobook/B096YZ4H62?qid=1627303193&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=X96C1Z5NRD9EKZXJXT9X
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Hashtag-Trashbag-Audiobook/B095VC3CTQ?qid=1627303214&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=G3DT9KF85R0ZA609J6NY
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Tan-Frances-Queer-Icons-Audiobook/B095Z5J8V8?qid=1627303227&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=PVQEBRXX2SGCVFR39FHB
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Michael-Caine-Gangs-Audiobook/B098421RVG?qid=1627303240&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=K3A0996AMCBPH3T47VDQ
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PODCASTS WITH BACK 
CATALOGUES THAT ARE 
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER

THE SCRIPTURES //

SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS 
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR 
LATEST SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE 
WELL WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

https://open.spotify.com/show/3peO5EoD0YeRh7xcFMncDM?si=4bea256ecdf94a05
https://open.spotify.com/show/0OCx9i6I5LluvTtqF6i6h1?si=f4e397c6d39a4351
https://open.spotify.com/show/5ImRJ4kkAthQgVdDSkvtyI?si=af2c9012cd7d472f
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https://open.spotify.com/show/4ePgU1WrwXqAuViwAvNFLr?si=f4df1f693a1744d4
https://open.spotify.com/show/488Ctw9jVD7jwwo7vPET14?si=406f3beef09c454a
https://open.spotify.com/show/5swtuODmnjH2Ii8m64V49a?si=9c22ef5425f2415d
https://open.spotify.com/show/6DFKmhsCeMdOQUTfShcdx9?si=41c399b751974ebc
https://open.spotify.com/show/7r9S026C1fEE0c8KUBa7Ar?si=ff013f0a7a704374
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/From-the-Oasthouse-The-Alan-Partridge-Podcast-Audiobook/B089M9XZW5?qid=1627303368&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=BNXF3W0CQGMEZR9Y8BJG


https://www.crimecon.co.uk/


https://audioboom.com/
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UTOPIA TALKS

BREAKING BREAD //
WITH

THE NEW PODCAST SPARKING CONVERSATION 
IN THE DANCE MUSIC WORLD

UTOPIA Talks is Stak’s latest launch in the 
podcasting world, celebrating the world of 
dance music and tackling issues faced by 
this generation of artists and fans alike. At its 
core, UTOPIA Talks is a reactive podcast and 
a springboard for further conversation. Hosted 
by DJ and broadcaster Jaguar and produced 
by Stak’s Katie Baxter, UTOPIA 
Talks is creating a more inclusive 
and equal world in dance music 
and beyond with every episode. 

What was the behind the 
scenes process to launch 
UTOPIA Talks?

JAGUAR: I put out the first proto 
UTOPIA Talks episode in autumn 
last year about sexual assault in dance music, 
at a time where it needed to be addressed and 
spoken about. It was received well and lots of 
people were getting in touch to say they were 
touched by it and supported it. Katie got in 
touch and said they’d love to help with future 
episodes and so we started planning out the 
first series. I couldn’t believe someone wanted 
to produce it into a proper podcast!

KATIE: I heard Jaguar’s pilot and it instantly felt 
like a really special project. I knew I’d have a lot 
to offer in terms of content and sound design, 
so I got in touch with Jaguar and asked if she’d 
be interested in working on it with me at Stak. 

I was so thrilled when she agreed to make the 
show with us. It’s been such a cool process and 
collaborating with Jaguar has been incredible.  
J: We’ve got so much in store and I love going 
in each week to record the show. We’re a 
proper team and it feels so exciting to have 
another young woman working with me on this.

The pilot of UTOPIA Talks was 
all about The First Dance - the 
first government-sanctioned 
rave to take place since 
the beginning of the COVID 
pandemic. What was that 
experience like, and what went 
into creating that episode?

J: Playing at The First Dance 
felt like a real moment in history and it was 
an honour to play. I was a bit apprehensive 
ahead of the set, as it was overwhelming to 
be amongst thousands of people without 
masks and social distancing. It was also very 
emotional - lots of DJs were crying before or 
even during their sets. 
K: Jaguar and I really wanted to give the 
listener a taste of what’s to come when nightlife 
returns. And I think those interviews did just 
that - they were so emotionally charged! I 
had a lot of fun doing the sound design for 
them and we’re keen to incorporate more on-
location audio as the series goes on.

https://open.spotify.com/show/3JJDwKDjajLeSE01byNl8O?si=72b166d741324815
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J: I interviewed The Blessed Madonna, Jayda 
G and Lauren Lo Sung and you can just hear 
the emotion in their voices. I was paired up 
with Heidi to play a back to back set which felt 
amazing! Heidi is one of my favourite DJs and 
someone I really admire. The set was a blast 
of energy and started a wonderful friendship 
between us, so it was great to get her in the 
studio for episode one. 

What can listeners look forward to on the 
UTOPIA Talks feed?

J: We’ll be diving deep into conversations that 
are not often had in dance music, with some 

of the scene’s finest DJs and industry heads 
from the new generation coming through, as 
well as those who’ve been in the game since 
the beginning. From talking about sobriety 
to issues faced by the LGBTQ+ community, 
people of colour and women in music, UTOPIA 
Talks has loads in store. I live for vast, meaty 
conversations and I truly believe that this 
podcast will be a catalyst for change, and both 
inspire and educate its listeners.

Listen to UTOPIA Talks now on the Stak 
website, ACAST or SPOTIFY.

stakpod              stakpod

Stak produces podcasts that entertain and inform, 
including some of the UK’s biggest and most popular 
shows - boasting a combined 4 million monthly listens 

and over 45 years of podcasting experience. Whether recording remotely or in our 
broadcast-grade London studio, we specialise in every stage of the podcasting process. 
To find out more or get in touch, visit our website at stak.london!

https://open.spotify.com/show/3JJDwKDjajLeSE01byNl8O?si=72b166d741324815
https://stak.london/
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https://open.spotify.com/show/7eCWGNxaofWADklejsML95?si=a43297bcda1e4557
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Do men really talk? We’re currently facing 
a major mental health challenge in society 
with suicide being the biggest killer of men 
under the age of 45, so what can we do to 
make sure we’re really airing our thoughts 
and fears? 

Comedian Russell Kane hosts 
the podcast Man Baggage 
where he talks to celebrities 
and an array of people in 
efforts to tussle with the real 
problems that men face. So, 
how does Russell personally 
feel about male mental 
health and how does he like 
to handle the subject?
 
RK: Men's mental health – it’s an iceberg 
problem. Most of it is hidden – and incredibly 
deadly. There is a space to use humour and 
banter to get a certain type of man to engage. 
That’s the area I’m interested in.

There's a new episode each Tuesday where 
Russell leaves no topic off the table! The 

podcast was previously titled Boys Don’t 
Cry and this title also perfectly summarised 
many of the issues that the podcast is 
inherently about. At what point did Russell 
personally decide that he wanted to do 
more for men’s mental health?
 

When I saw, finally, that the 
long needed conversation 
around men’s mental health 
was beginning – but that it 
was somewhat dominated by 
worthiness. There is nothing 
wrong with worthiness – but 
a certain type of working-
class man is put off by the 
seriousness of it. 
 

The Russell Kane’s Man Baggage podcast 
blurb rather wonderfully says it all: 

Russell and his guests explore all the 
uncomfortable and anxiety-inducing 
conversations that usually make men run for 
the door by doing what blokes do best – make 
daft jokes about them.

PODCASTS 
WITH A SOCIAL 
CONSCIENCE

THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND 
SEARCH PODCAST SPEAKS TO THE PEOPLE BEHIND 
PODCASTS FROM THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR

https://open.spotify.com/show/0uZCcqJRFavPy1alFkfwsK?si=49c6f51314b34243
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Are men biologically more reckless? Are 
women naturally more assertive than men? 
Should all men wear a watch? Thought 
provoking, insightful and laugh out loud funny, 
Man Baggage takes you to all the best places.

As Russell points out, as the host he tries to 
make the conversations funny, accessible 
and engaging so that we can all partake 
in the themes. It’s often the case that 
men can avoid emotional baggage, hence 
the need for the podcast - what are his 
personal highlights? 

Easily – the episode about heights. I cannot 
believe what a divisive topic it is to men and 
women, to reflect on how tall they are, and how 
much insecurity and toxicity lies beneath it.

What more can we do - what advice would 
Russell personally give to make sure that 
we carry on these conversations? 
The number one piece of advice I gave to all 
blokes is check in twice. Most men will tell you 
everything is okay, so you’re gonna need to be 
a little bit annoying when you’re checking in 
with a friend you’re worrying about. Don’t worry 
about being annoying, you might save his life.

ukleap.org         @JasonTron

powered by 

https://open.spotify.com/show/0uZCcqJRFavPy1alFkfwsK?si=49c6f51314b34243
https://open.spotify.com/show/28BDVIa1JEKimSqpXX1zC2?si=d6e0f6ccbcb74876
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PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?

AL:  I love podcasts for so many reasons. I 
love the feeling of really clicking with a show, 
learning the in-jokes and the idiosyncrasies 
of the hosts, the verbal foibles and when the 
rhythm of the format becomes familiar and 
hypnotic and you feel one of 
the gang. I love learning things 
through audio too, I’m such a 
slow reader and I just feel like 
podcasts are a format my brain 
can digest. 

I listen to podcasts for a big 
part of the day, every day - so 
they soundtrack everything. So 
in a weird way they also offer 
companionship - a constant presence of 
someone smarter, funnier, cooler in my ears, 
improving me a little, osmotically!

WHAT WAS THE FIRST PODCAST 
YOU EVER LISTENED TO?

The Ricky Gervais Show with Karl Pilkington 
and Stephen Merchant. I must have listened 

dozens and dozens of times now. I can quote 
large chunks of it still. 
 
Subconsciously (and maybe a bit consciously!) 
I think I was channelling a bit of that dynamic 
when we started My Dad Wrote A Porno.

WHICH PODCASTER 
MAKES YOU LAUGH 
THE MOST?

I’ve been a huge fan of Julia 
Davis for a long time now and it 
was through her that I discovered 
Vicki Pepperdine. Dear Joan 
& Jericha is so perfect, I love 
hearing podcasters genuinely 
making each other corpse. 

WHICH PODCAST HAS EDUCATED 
YOU THE MOST?

Recently I really loved Nice White Parents 
- great journalism and just so gripping even 
though on the surface the public education 
system in a specific neighbourhood in the US 
doesn’t necessarily sound like it would be. 

ALICE LEVINE
PODCAST DISCIPLE //

IN EVERY ISSUE WE ASK A PODCAST DISCIPLE 
FIVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR LOVE OF 
PODCASTS AND PODCASTING. FOR THIS 
ISSUE  WE’RE JOINED BY ALICE LEVINE FROM 
VERY MODERN QUESTS!

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Very-Modern-Quests-Audiobook/B0979KNJT3
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It was informative and educational without 
being preachy or inaccessible. You can really 
hear that it was a labour of love.

Newscast is always clarifying and helpful so I 
never miss that, that’s one of only a few long 
standing regulars in my library.

CAN YOU RECOMMEND A SHOW 
OUR READERS MAY NOT HAVE 
HEARD OF?

I’m always surprised when people say they 
haven’t heard The Mystery Show.
 
Starlee Kine investigates mysteries ”you can’t 
solve with the internet” like ‘How tall is Jake 
Gyllenhaal?’ - why do we care? Because this 
is a prime example of the ordinary made 
extraordinary in story telling. It is a logistical 
feat, with the yarns sometimes unravelling 

over weeks or even months, and yet the 
production strikes a perfect balance between 
slick and DIY. The fact that it only ran for one 
season is a tragedy.

Alice Levine presents her new Audible Original 
Podcast, Very Modern Quests - a role-playing game 
set in the excruciating awkwardness of the real 
world. In each episode one celebrity will become the 
protagonist in a choose-their-own adventure game 
with a difference; no goblins, no elves, just the nitty 
gritty of everyday life and no idea what’s about to 
happen. Join Quest Master Alice Levine as she guides 
our guests through an everyday adventure with the 
help of character comedian Emma Sidi, embodying 
the everyday individuals we’d rather avoid.
 
Available to download now - Only on Audible.
Listen for free with your 30-day trial. From £7.99 / 
month after 30 days. Renews automatically.

alicelevine         thisisalicelevine
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https://open.spotify.com/show/0vyibffhavCbbn034cbWYM?si=d345d0357b2f4fe5
http://bbeldn.co.uk
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https://open.spotify.com/show/0zTYr2hUE8FhWlJbTjf6Xq?si=647684cf6f0f435d
https://open.spotify.com/show/5BRZK1OAklN8AAF0zpAO9L?si=b70b9d89d5d44142
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DIANE MORGAN
PODCAST PROPHETS //

Diane Morgan may be best known as the queen of 
deadpan Philomena Cunk or for her roles as Liz in 
Motherland and Cath in Afterlife, but it's easy 
to forget how entertaining and interesting a 
person she is in her own right. Luckily for 
us, podcasts provide the perfect platform 
for personalities to shine through. Here's 
a selection of our favourite podcast 
episodes featuring Diane...

CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON 
OCCURRENCE, BUT IN THIS MODERN WORLD 
BEING A SOLID, GRADE-A GUEST IS SOMETHING 
THAT NEEDS CELEBRATING. OUR PODCAST 
PROPHET FOR ISSUE #016 IS DIANE MORGAN!
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https://podtail.com/en/podcast/alan-davies-as-yet-untitled/thatisalie/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6HviNFKL7IsFPP47HqwmLh?si=18a7dcabf9ee496d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5nMWMkRTnAhr4cntN9Xjor?si=4c38ebe8cb7d421c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6vESPQ7SQq5dsRoqzduHDZ?si=17c04538cdc74d7c
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TRUE CRIME INTERVIEW
FORGIVE US OUR SINS //

THE POPULARITY OF TRUE CRIME PODCASTS CONTINUES 
TO GROW, WITH COMEDY AND NEWS THE ONLY GENRES 
RECEIVING MORE DOWNLOADS EACH DAY. AUSTRALIAN 
SHOW CASEFILE CAN CONSISTENTLY BE FOUND AT 
THE TOP OF THE CHARTS WORLDWIDE. SO WHAT IS IT 
ABOUT THE GENRE THAT PEOPLE FIND SO ENGAGING? 
WE SPOKE TO THE CASEFILE TEAM TO FIND OUT.

FOR READERS WHO ARE YET TO 
HEAR ABOUT CASEFILE, COULD 
YOU TELL US THE PREMISE OF 
THE PODCAST?

Casefile is a true crime podcast that 
examines cases from around the world, 
spanning centuries, continents and cultures. 
It’s presented by a single 
host and has a professionally 
produced audio format. Our 
episodes delve deep into the 
circumstances, investigations 
and trials of both solved and 
unsolved cases, looking at all 
different types of crimes.

HOW DID THE IDEA 
COME ABOUT 
ORIGINALLY?

The host had the idea for 
Casefile whilst he was recovering from 
surgery. He’d been listening to various 
podcasts, some of which encouraged 
listeners to start their own shows, so this 
combined with the host’s interest in history 
and true crime led him to wonder whether 
there was space for an Australian crime 
podcast that focused on intriguing story-

telling. And so Casefile was born, and it’s 
only grown from there.

WHAT WAS THE THINKING BEHIND 
THE USE OF AN ANONYMOUS HOST?

Respect for victims of crime and their families 
is at the forefront of everything we do at 

Casefile. We wanted the 
facts to speak for themselves 
without adding in personal 
opinions, speculation or biases, 
and without the distraction of a 
host’s personality. 

WE’RE SURE MANY 
OF OUR READERS 
WOULD LOVE TO 
KNOW A BIT ABOUT 
THE WORK THAT GOES 
INTO CREATING EACH 
EPISODE. WOULD 

YOU BE ABLE TO BRIEFLY TAKE US 
THROUGH THE PROCESS?

We have a full team here at Casefile, which 
includes researchers, writers, production 
and admin. Everyone plays a role in each 
episode’s production. Once a case is 
selected, it’s thoroughly researched and then 

https://open.spotify.com/show/4V3K3zyD0k789eaSWFXzhc?si=e0810705cffe4cc7
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written by our amazing creative team. Then 
it goes through a stringent editing process 
to ensure it hits the Casefile mark. Once 
the script is finalised, the host records his 
narration and hands it over to production 
for editing and scoring. The episode is then 
reviewed by the entire team. Once approved, 
it’s ready to be uploaded. This process usually 
takes weeks to months, depending on the 
level of research involved and whether we’ve 
conducted interviews as well. 

WHICH CASEFILE EPISODE HAS 
BEEN HARDEST TO CREATE, EITHER 
FROM A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE 
OR DUE TO THE AMOUNT OF WORK 
AND RESEARCH INVOLVED?

Every case has its own challenges - some are 
incredibly dense with lots of research to sort 
through, while information can be harder to 
come by with others, especially when the 
case is widely reported on in a language 
other than English. The ones where we 
work with the loved ones of victims are 
particularly demanding. Speaking with those 
affected by crime is always heartbreaking 
and it’s something we take very seriously. 
It’s truly humbling knowing they’re trusting 
us to tell their stories.

TRUE CRIME IS ONE OF THE MOST 
POPULAR PODCAST GENRES OUT 
THERE, WITH ONLY COMEDY AND 
NEWS SHOWS RECEIVING MORE 
DOWNLOADS. WHY DO YOU THINK 
LISTENERS FIND IT SO ENGAGING?

True crime is a really unique topic. It tends 
to be fuelled by curiosity and a fascination 
with human behaviour - a lot of people are 
just so intrigued by the worst of humanity and 
criminal psychology. True crime podcasts also 
allow us to humanise victims and create a 
sense of unity in a society where we’re often 
dissociated from others’ lived experiences. 

TRUE CRIME IS SOMETIMES 
CRITICISED - IT’S BEEN SAID IT 

CAN GLORIFY ABJECT BEHAVIOUR 
AND DISRESPECT THE VICTIMS. 
WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON 
THIS VIEW OF THE GENRE?

It’s true that you need to tread carefully when 
creating a show that discusses harrowing 
events that have affected real people. 
There’s also potential for great empathy and 
positive change in true crime storytelling, 
and podcasts can be a way to honour those 
impacted by and lost to violence. Casefile 
always strives for this by keeping our focus 
on victims and their families. 

IF SOMEONE IS NEW TO THE 
PODCAST, WHERE WOULD YOU 
SAY IS THE BEST PLACE TO START? 
IS THERE A PARTICULAR EPISODE 
YOU’D POINT THEM TO?

We recently released a Spotify playlist that 
encapsulates the most talked about episodes 
across the Casefile Presents catalogue – 
that would be a really great place to start. 
It’s called The Casefile Archives. Our multi-
part episodes have also been received 
exceptionally well by our audience, so we’d 
have to recommend those as well. 

FINALLY, ARE THERE ANY 
PODCASTS, TRUE CRIME OR 
OTHERWISE, THAT YOU’D LIKE TO 
RECOMMEND TO OUR READERS? 

There are so many amazing shows out there, 
it’s impossible to pick just one! Some of the 
podcasts recommended by our team are The 
Dollop, Hardcore History, Criminal, Your Own 
Backyard and Australian True Crime. But we 
also recommend all Casefile Presents shows: 
Silent Waves, What’s Missing, The Vanishing 
of Vivienne Cameron, Pseudocide and The 
Invisible Hand. We also have Casefile Brazil 
for Portuguese speaking listeners!

case_file          casefilepodcast
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You and I both love podcasts—that’s a given. 
But why are podcasts so popular?

It seems that every day more and more 
people are becoming privy to this secreted 
multi-faceted source of entertainment and 
knowledge that we’ve struggled to keep under 
wraps in the last few years.

Even my grandmother knows what a podcast 
is—granted she had no idea how to get them, 
but she knows they exist.

Podcasts are not that new of a medium (some 
would argue they’re not new at all). But in the 
past few years, we’ve seen them created and 
downloaded at record rates.

So, let's dig into why podcasts are so popular 
right now.

1. THEY’RE EASY TO ACCESS

If you have a smartphone, tablet or computer 
you can access a podcast with next-to-no 
effort. Your phone and tablet most likely have 

a native podcatching app built right in, if not it’s 
a few quick swipes and you have one. With a 
computer, you can type “podcast” into Google 
and the first few things you’ll see will give you 
access to podcasts.

Not only are they easy to access but in 99%* 
of the cases (*not an actual reported number) 
podcasts are free. Sure, you can access a 
premium listening app like Spotify. But most 
podcasts are available at no cost right in an 
app or browser.

This easy, free access makes podcasting a 
popular option for entertainment or knowledge.
 
2. YOU CAN LISTEN TO WHAT 
YOU WANT

There are over 52-million* podcast episodes 
available (*an actual reported number - see 
ThePodcastHost.com/Stats for more info) for 
listeners to choose from. Chances are whatever 
you want to listen to can be found in podcast 
form with a few clicks and maybe a search.

WHY ARE PODCASTS SO 
POPULAR? 5 REASONS 
WHY PEOPLE LOVE PODS

INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

WONDERING WHY PODCASTS ARE SO POPULAR? 
TAE HAAHR OF THEPODCASTHOST.COM DIGS 
INTO 5 REASONS WHY WE'VE SEEN A GROWTH IN 
PODCAST LISTENERSHIP OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS.
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Whether you fancy an in-depth discussion on a 
particular true-crime case, want to catch the latest 
political news, need to escape with a fictional story 
or want to up your business game with some 
new tips and tricks, there’s a podcast for that.

We live in a content-driven world and people 
want to be delivered content on topics they want. 
The popularity of podcasts can, at least in part, 
be attributed to the fact that it’s listener’s choice. 
You can pick and choose exactly what you want.

3. THEY’RE MULTI-TASK FRIENDLY

I don’t know anyone who just listens to a 
podcast episode. 

I listen to Dateline while I work, True Crime 
Obsessed while I blog and 48 Hours and 
Forensic Files while I research—but I never sit in 
a chair with a glass of wine and simply listen to a 
podcast. And I truly don’t know anyone that does.

Us podcasters would love to think that our 
audience is solely focused on us when we’re 
laying down our expert knowledge and superior 
comedy skills. But podcasts are almost meant 

to be listened to while you do something else. 
And it’s that ability to be put on as entertaining 
(or informative) background noise that answers 
the question of why podcasts are so popular. 
They're a great choice for so many situations—
driving, cleaning, cooking and working!

4. THEY BUILD INTIMACY

When I say that podcasts build intimacy, I’m not 
talking about connecting you with a loved one—
though if you enjoy podcasts together like you 
would television that very well could be the case. 
Instead, I’m talking about intimacy with the hosts.

https://www.thepodcasthost.com/
https://www.thepodcasthost.com/
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When you watch Avengers and you see Chris 
Evan’s Captain America on the screen you feel 
a connection to the character and possibly, by 
extension, the actor. But you know it’s not the 
real person. 

But when it comes to podcasting, especially 
those in the non-fiction space, you connect 
with an actual host (or several). They also tend 
to be a lot more accessible via social channels 
or email than you’re average media personality. 
Listening to a podcast is like hanging out with 
friends and enjoying a discussion on a topic 
that you’re interested in. That relationship that’s 
established helps listeners keep coming back.

5. PROVIDE AN INSTANT COMMUNITY

Podcasters build communities to engage and 
grow their listenership. But this does more than 
simply increase download numbers and help 
engage sponsors, it attracts listeners who are 
looking for a community.

The community that surrounds podcasts is one 
of the assets that make it unique and apart 
from other entertainment-based mediums. The 

communities are closer to those that you might 
experience with a blog than a film or television 
show—private spaces to interact with hosts, 
a look into the behind the scenes world and 
lots of interaction with other members of the 
community.

THE POPULARITY OF PODCASTS IS 
ONLY INCREASING 

With more time being spent at home and the 
television (or laptop screen) becoming less of 
a treat and more of a distraction, the popularity 
of podcasts is increasing. Consumers (listeners 
in the case of podcasts) are looking for more 
connection and choice.

We’ve seen an increase in podcast 
consumption, but it has a ways to go before it 
starts to level out. There’s truly never been a 
better time to be a podcaster than today.

If you’d like to dive in and run your own podcast 
but have no idea where to begin, then our step-
by-step guide will walk you through everything 
you need to know - ThePodcastHost.com/Start

http://alitu.com
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SIMON RIMMER
FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

THE CHEF, TV PRESENTER AND HOST OF THE GRILLING 
PODCAST TELLS US ABOUT HIS CURRENT TOP 5 SHOWS...

Photo credit:
Lydia Wakelam

https://open.spotify.com/show/7uQRd7QibROvQN95vs9bxw?si=67b728da89f54566
https://open.spotify.com/show/2SZX2oyIXVvyqEtjQ6C6z5?si=52efb6d6c0274ce6
https://open.spotify.com/show/0azMejb7zrmAqctVsUSAdq?si=83985f4016ea4acf
https://open.spotify.com/show/2F9rNDThYAfyLdy9Pv3t0i?si=46df1bbd27534b3d
https://open.spotify.com/show/6Tk51DmjMrGKQMNSCW7XAK?si=e6d969b768034dcb
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As I write this, there is rain lashing at my 
windows and thunder rumbling in the 
distance, which can only mean one thing: 
English summertime has well and truly begun! 
But even with the bad weather, the COVID-19 
travel restrictions and advice to meet outdoors 
has caused an increase in outdoors recreation 
over the past year.

If you’re planning to get outdoors more again 
this summer, I’ve pulled together a short list 
of the best outdoors podcasts from the UK 
for some inspiration and encouragement. 

From open air interviews, to deep dispatches 
and news commentary, these podcast will 
inspire you to brave the elements and get 
outside. (And if your holiday becomes a test of 
endurance, listening to these podcast might at 
least distract you from the hardship…)

FOLK ON FOOT

An award-winning podcast, 
Folk on Foot sees Matthew 
Bannister talking to folk 
musicians at they show him the 
landscapes that inspire them. 
Guests have included legends 

like Richard Thompson and Peggy Seeger, who 
all play exclusive mini-concerts out on the walks. 
Despite the outward focus, the podcast adapted 
incredibly well to staying indoors last year, and 
the Folk On Foot: Front Room Festivals were 
nominated for ‘Best Lockdown Podcast’ in the 
British Podcast Awards.

THE TOUGH GIRL PODCAST

On The Tough Girl Podcast, 
Sarah Williams speaks 
to incredible women to 
motivate and inspire her 
listeners, and increase the 
representation of women in 

OUTDOORS PODCASTS TO 
INSPIRE YOU THIS SUMMER

FROM THE WEBSITE //

DIGITAL EDITOR FRAN TURAUSKIS PICKS OUT A 
RECENT ARTICLE FROM THE POD BIBLE WEBSITE,  TO 
GIVE YOU A TASTE OF WHAT YOU MAY BE MISSING!  

https://podbiblemag.com/11-great-outdoors-podcasts-to-inspire-this-summer/
https://open.spotify.com/show/6aaxrNVF5c9863Qlhny3iN?si=d0da74ad256d454e
https://open.spotify.com/show/4YeO1EN1L4Qk0IvSiO9kG3?si=8fcdb2507f254ded
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sports media. With nearly 400 episodes to 
chose from, you can now find representation 
from all kinds of sports, countries, 
backgrounds and abilities. If you’re unsure 
where to start, why not check out my episode 
about walking the Camino de Santiago…

GET BIRDING

From the extremely tough 
to the extremely accessible, 
Get Birding is hosted by an 
18-year old ornithologist and 
conservationist Dr (yes, Doctor!) 
Mya-Rose Craig aka Birdgirl. 

Each episode, Mya-Rose is joined by a celebrity 
bird-watcher to talk about their joint passion, and 
how listeners can get started as a ‘birder’, which 
can be as simple as sitting at your window.

RAMBLINGS

A legend amongst walking 
podcasts, Ramblings’ true 
home is on Radio 4, where 
it began back in 1999! After 
22 years, Clare Balding is 
still hosting new episodes, 

speaking to people from all walks of life as they 
take her along a path that’s important to them. 
The guests are so numerous now I wouldn’t 
dare single anyone out, but they have included 
writers, artists, athletes, actors and people who 
make a living from walking. Keen-eyed fans 
will have noticed the cover art recently had a 
revamp to bring it into podcast style.

DESIGNING LONDON 
NATIONAL PARK CITY

In 2019, London became the 
world’s first National Park City. 
Whilst there are undoubtedly 
other cities in the world that 
are more naturally aligned 
to nature reserves, London’s 

nature sprawls in defiant green and blue (water) 
spaces within the urban environment. The cover 
design (a water bird – coot – on a canal next to 
a floating water bottle) exemplifies that. More 
of an art piece than a podcast, this consists of 
just one hour-long episode that takes you along 
Regents Canal at the level and pace of a coot.

ON THE OUTSIDE

When these podcasts inspire 
you to get outdoors this 
summer, you might want to 
delve deeper into the culture 
and people you find there. On 
The Outside is a news-panel 

podcast that shares the important news, the big 
events and the social issues that permeate the 
whole of the outdoors. Each episode, a diverse 
panel from a range of outdoors sports discuss the 
news stories that matter to them – all in a jargon 
and judgement free way! Full transparency time: 
this is my new podcast, hot off the press – listen 
to the trailer now and sign up to our newsletter 
at ontheoutsidepodcast.co.uk. 

HONOURABLE MENTIONS 
(I could really go on for days):

THE OUTDOORS FIX – Liv Bolton encourages 
you to make adventures a bigger part of your 
life by speaking to people who have found the 
outdoors to being a soothing part of theirs. 

THE ADVENTURE PODCAST – An ongoing 
series where Matt Pycroft has long-form 
conversations with individuals at the forefront of 
exploration and adventure. 

THE FIRST MILE – Long form interviews and 
on-location dispatches about the untold stories 
from the world of adventure.

https://open.spotify.com/show/3D3Iahd9sb93dLCI3oVVDS?si=a69539cad4064caa
https://open.spotify.com/show/6En6tLRv9lDhgGCKWFQfGX?si=f082a82afe6f4e58
https://open.spotify.com/show/4KY9UUl8cgikPMosMTKfBu?si=d138416e78c540c1
http://podbiblemag.com
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DEADLY DEBBIE'S CREEPY FILES                  @deadlydebbiepodcast
Deadly Debbie's Creepy Files is a fun, quirky and downright creepy, paranormal podcast 
hosted by an Elvira style host called Deadly Debbie. Debbie invites the listener in to her home 
of horrors to pull out listeners strange but true stories from her files.

GETTING EMOTIONAL                                       @getemotionalpod
Ever felt brabant, jamais vu, or limerence? No? Well, maybe you have, and you didn't realise. 
Every ep discovers an obscure emotion you've probably felt, but didn't know, with help from 
experts or people who have experienced them. Guests include Clare Balding and Nish Kumar.

INVENTIVE                                                   @podinventive
Engineering is not just blokes in hi vis jackets! Trevor Cox meets superstars in Inventive 
Podcast like femtech engineer Shrouk el-Attar and Roma Agrawi who worked on The Shard. 
Conversations are interwoven with stories based on engineers' extraordinary lives.

QUEENS PODCAST                                             @Queens_Podcast
The story of the damsel in distress is so tired, but that's how history paints women. But 
it's bullshi*t and Queens Podcast is here to tell you about how badass women have been 
running the world since antiquity to today.

BACK 2 LIFE: stories of recovery & creativity       @back2lifepod

Milly Chowles speaks to artists, musicians and creators about how they’ve come back from 
difficulties like addiction, trauma or mental illness and the role of creativity in their recovery 
and lives now.

MADS WORLD                                                      @madsworld.mp3
Comical tales of growing independence through dating, sex, relationships and life in London.
Born out of a Premier League catfishing experience that went viral and featuring different 
guests across every episode, exploring their funniest, most tragic and most interesting stories.

INDEPENDENT 
PODCASTS

OH MY POD //

WITH BIG BRANDS AND FAMOUS NAMES CONTINUING TO DOMINATE 
THE CHARTS, IT CAN BE TOUGH FOR INDEPENDENT SHOWS TO 
BREAK THROUGH. HERE AT POD BIBLE WE WANT TO ENSURE THAT 
WHILE CONTINUING TO CELEBRATE THE BIG GUNS, WE'RE ALSO 
CHAMPIONING THE INDIES. IN EACH ISSUE WE ASK AMATEUR 
OR INDEPENDENT PODCASTS TO GET IN TOUCH WITH A SHORT 
DESCRIPTION OF THEIR SHOW. HERE ARE OUR CURRENT FAVES...  
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THE SWAN SONG PROJECT                                  @SwanSongProUK
The Swan Song Project Podcast features songwriters. Each episode we discuss one of the 
guests songs and how they wrote it, The guest shares songwriting tip and a song that is 
meaningful to them relating to bereavement.

INTO THE VAN                                                        @Mike333West
Alt Country musician Mike West sits down with guests from all walks of life to see what 
makes them tick, discuss their craft and inspirations and all else in between. Mike chats to 
musicians, poets, promoters and artists to inspire listeners to follow their creative outlets.

THE POPCORN BUCKET PODCAST                       @popcornbucketpod
One podcast, two hosts, three formats! Talking film franchises (Franchise Fatigue?), 
comparing one off films (One Shot), & discussing monthly film news (Pick ‘N Mix).

SPYHARDS                                                        @SpyHards
A weekly podcast dedicated to decoding the best and worst of spy cinema. From Bourne to 
Bond and Powers to Palmer, you’ll find it here.

DRINKS WITH GREAT MINDS IN HISTORY@greatmindsinhistory_podcast
“It’s some history for you, a reason to drink for me! It’s the history of the “Great Minds” 
that made history come to be.” A multi-formatted podcast that showcases the history and 
psychology of some of the Greatest Minds of our shared past. Cheers!

DURAN DURAN: an albums podcast                     @AlbumsDuran
A journey through 40 years and the 14 studio albums of Duran Duran. In each episode, Molly 
Williams and Paul Cuddihy discuss an album track by track, tell the story of the band and 
speak to other Duranies about the music.

SUMMIT TO TALK ABOUT              @stta_podcast

Lover of all things outdoors, chatting to others who do too. Hiking, hills, wild camping. Big 
focus on how the outdoors benefits wellbeing. 'Walk for your wellbeing'.

PORTALVILLE                                                     @CosmicHorrorMo
Portalville's top news journalist August Pots and her peppy co-host Guy Redshurt report the 
most bizarre stories from an alternate dimension of terror and comedy. Mostly comedy...
Maybe a bit of murder. Brought to you by Cosmic Horror Monthly magazine.

DO YOU WANT TO KEEP PLAYING?                 @KeepPlayingPod
A podcast created by us, Ben & Jono, two ex-AAA games industry veterans. Join us every 
week as we play the first 30 minutes of a classic game and then ask the titular question “Do 
you want to Keep Playing?”. With over 150 episodes, there's a lot to dig into!

GOT A PODCAST YOU'D LOVE TO SEE FEATURED IN ISSUE #016? 
SEND US A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION ON TWITTER!

#OHMYPOD // @PODBIBLE



THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH 

ISSUE #017 IN OCTOBER

READ OUR BACK CATALOGUE AT PODBIBLEMAG.COM

WRITERS: ADAM RICHARDSON, SCROOBIUS PIP,
BECCY DILLON, JASON REED & FRAN TURAUSKIS 

SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, AUDIBLE, SPOTIFY, MELISSA MATANDA, GIORGIA SMITH, NATALIE 
PASZKOWSKI, BLANDINE HOGE, ALEXANDRA ADEY, MIKE NEWMAN, MIKE MIGAS, MATTHEW 
MCCLEAN, JOE DUCARREAUX, JORDAN RIZZIERI, CAROL WHIFFEN & HANNAH RICHARDSON

COVER ILLUSTRATION BY DAN EVANS
@DAN_DRAWS / IDRAWFORFOOD.CO.UK

@podbible

https://open.spotify.com/show/6Ru3YXjbgKmQtt0dvxTs42?si=f82323896f5c434d
https://open.spotify.com/show/48rilV1KPBt99bHtqFROez?si=224dc6144026429e
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http://bbeldn.co.uk
https://open.spotify.com/show/2WyXD1di60uK2vq7bGrXxT?si=fddac469a8f74266
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https://open.spotify.com/show/16lbBDY4MWFWUjbTHwi4X3?si=c243f193cfa44d70
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